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I
was born in Chicago in 1960, shortly after the creation of isolated soy
protein. That food substance was also created in the Windy City,
which may explain my reaction to it. Both my mom and my
grandmother were good cooks, and I began my culinary career at the

age of seven, when I received an Easy-Bake Oven for Hanukkah. Oh how I
loved watching that lightbulb magically turn batter into a real cake. I
developed a serious sweet tooth early on, never realizing that my addiction
to sugar could someday kill me.

In the early sixties, the processed food industry was just at the start of
its ascendancy. Although we had a few processed food items, mainly in the
form of sweetened breakfast cereals, we mostly ate real food. My mother,
Lillian, cooked dinner for the family every night. Yes, we ate animal
products, but there was always a salad and vegetable accompanying them,
and if we wanted dessert, we had to clean our plates first. I’m not saying
this is the best way to raise kids, but at least I did eat vegetables and I liked
them. I didn’t grow up like the kids you see on Jamie Oliver’s Food
Revolution, who can’t even identify broccoli. I always loved broccoli;
unfortunately, I loved all things sweet even more.

I was overweight growing up and became obese by age eleven. I
weighed 160 pounds and was not yet five feet tall. (What’s interesting is
that if I could magically transport today’s youths back to my childhood, I
would fit right in with them by today’s standards.) I got teased a lot, so I
compensated by being a straight-A student. But to a teenager, academic
satisfaction pales in comparison to not being asked to your senior prom
because you’re too fat. Being fat hurts, inside and out.

I suffered my first major bout of depression in my early teens, when I
was abandoned by my father, who was physically and emotionally abusive.
Psychologists say that early childhood trauma like this can affect brain



chemistry in such a way that makes it even harder for a person to deal with
future adversities. When my father abandoned my family, I was sent to live
in California with an aunt and uncle and two cousins. Almost two years
passed before I was reunited with my mother, and although I was deeply
depressed over our separation, in hindsight, it was the best thing that could
have happened to me for a variety of reasons. Besides being transported to a
new, loving family, I now had my aunt’s mother, Memé, living with us.
Memé was a graduate of Le Cordon Bleu and did all the cooking in the
home. When I think about what I eat today and how I teach my classes, I
realize that the seeds of my success were planted early on by this wonderful
Swiss lady. This was a woman who not only cooked real food but also made
it gourmet. She could make anything taste delicious. During the time I lived
with her, my favorite food was leeks!

Watching Memé prepare meals was better than anything you could see
on the Food Network today. Every meal was like eating at a five-star
restaurant. She would go to the store and buy whatever was fresh and in
season and create a culinary masterpiece. And she never used recipes or
measured anything! (This is how I prepare food today, and that’s why it’s
taken me so long to write a cookbook.) Because my aunt and her mother
were European, we had salad after the meal, and we always had lots of
fruits and veggies too. Even Memé’s desserts were primarily whole foods,
like her pear galette. Although she did use sugar, flour, and butter, her
pastries were not overly sweet, oily, or salty, in contrast to what passes for
dessert today. The entire time I lived with the Harter family was a
gastronomic delight. My taste buds were spoiled, and I became somewhat
of a snob. When my mom finally was able to come out to California, I
turned up my nose one evening when she served, of all things, Cool Whip!

Leaving the Harter family home (and all that great food) was yet
another loss and yet another adjustment. I went from a loving home where
there were people around all the time to a tiny apartment with just my mom,
who now had to work full time. And so began my digestive decline. My
mom was an excellent cook, but she no longer had time to lovingly prepare
our meals from scratch the way she did when she was a homemaker in
Chicago. So I do understand the plight of today’s working parents. More
often than not, dinner was something my mom picked up on her way home,
such as Kentucky Fried Chicken (extra crispy, of course). Gone were the



days of a vegetable at every meal and salad for dessert. We were on our way
to becoming junk food junkies.

I tried to make real food, but when you’re thirteen without a car or an
allowance, it ain’t easy. I did try to cook some of our meals and
occasionally surprised my mom with steamed vegetables and brown rice for
dinner. I gave my first formal dinner party at the age of fourteen; I even sent
out actual invitations. Using the Time-Life cookbooks, I made Cornish
game hens with apple chestnut stuffing, braised hearts of celery, and, for
dessert, a bourbon caramel custard cream pie.

I was on my way to becoming a great chef . . . until high school
happened. Because I skipped the fourth grade, I was always younger than
everyone else in my class. I was also significantly heavier, now that I had
slipped over to the dark side (eating processed food). Once, a hurtful
comment about my weight led me to stop eating for seven days straight.
That was my first bout with anorexia nervosa, and my dreams of becoming
a chef would be crushed for another twenty-five years. I wound up battling
this serious eating disorder for the next eleven years.

As a junior at the University of Pennsylvania, my anorexia became so
severe and my weight so low that I had to be hospitalized for several
months. I was scared to be all alone in a hospital in Philadelphia, so I was
transferred to one in Los Angeles. I still remember the embarrassment and
shame I felt when my sister-in-law, Lauren, picked me up to take me home.

There weren’t any state-of-the-art treatments for anorexia in the late
seventies, so the “treatment” protocol went more or less like this: “Either
you eat or we stick a tube down your throat and feed you.” I had the choice
of either eating crappy hospital food or being tubed. I chose the former.
(Did you ever wonder why people who could benefit from good nutrition
the most, like hospital patients and schoolchildren, are served the worst-
quality food?) Oh, and they had someone watching us at all times, so we
couldn’t purge and they wouldn’t let us exercise. I ate what they served so I
could put the weight back on and get the hell out of there. The nurse told
me how I had permanently damaged myself with this disease and how I had
really screwed up my hypothalamus and liver and other organs. I didn’t
care; I just wanted to go home, and I was willing to do anything to get out
of the hospital.

While I was hospitalized for anorexia, I developed some serious
medical complications. Unlike many Americans who worry unnecessarily



about this condition, I actually was protein deficient. But, as any plant-
based doctor will tell you, you can’t be protein deficient without being
calorie deficient, and I was literally starving myself to death. My hair and
fingernails fell out, and I stopped getting menstrual periods. An endoscopy
showed that the vomiting I did after bingeing had burned my esophagus. I
was very sick, but I was also very difficult to deal with. I will always regret
what I put my family through.

Unfortunately, when I did start eating again, I didn’t choose a plant-
based, nutrient-rich, whole-food diet. I chose crap. All the treats I had been
denying myself for years I now devoured with abandon. That kicked my
sugar addiction into full gear. I was on a first-name basis with every
salesperson at Weby’s and Skandia bakeries, and I knew what was inside
every piece of See’s Candy just by looking at it from the outside. My
nightly dinner became a hot fudge sundae from Baskin-Robbins with
Baseball Nut or Pralines ’n Cream ice cream. Double fudge, extra nuts.

That was bad enough, but on top of it, I also completely stopped eating
fruits and vegetables. I was required to gain only twenty pounds to no
longer be underweight and get out of the hospital, but I literally could not
stop eating hyper-palatable food composed of the perfect combination of
sugar, fat, and salt. My new way of eating really put the anorexia behind
me: I ended up gaining sixty pounds! That was thirty pounds more than I
weighed before I started losing weight on my journey to anorexia.

So now, for the first time in my adult life, I was officially obese. Due to
my messed-up GI system, I could no longer force myself to vomit, so in
order to lose weight, I began to exercise . . . and I became addicted to that
too. I also intentionally took up smoking cigarettes, a habit I always
abhorred, because I thought it would help me lose weight. (Thankfully, I
was forced to quit just a few years later due to a broken rib.) Anyway,
addiction is addiction is addiction. Those of us whose brain chemistry
allows us to quickly and easily become addicted to one substance also can
easily become addicted to another. I never realized I had an addiction
problem because my doctor had said that sugar is not addictive! But, of
course, it is, and that’s why food manufacturers (a fitting name, “food
manufacturers”) put it in everything from infant formula to geriatric
formula.

Within months of getting out of the hospital, I had become extremely ill.
I had developed adult-onset asthma and needed to take hundreds of dollars’



worth of medication every month. I was constantly injecting myself with
epinephrine. Then I was in a serious accident in which my spine was
crushed. I was temporarily paralyzed and in a body cast for a year. The
“upside” of that experience? You can’t binge while you’re in a body cast, as
it’s too tight. These myriad illnesses and injuries ended up depleting all the
benefits on my mom’s health insurance, and I was dropped. Needless to say,
I had hit rock bottom.

Unable to continue on like this, I turned to God. Maybe not the most
original move for an addict, but it worked for me. I didn’t join a twelve-step
program (is there even a Sweet Tooth Anonymous?); I began a spiritual
practice that involved yoga and meditation. I also read a book that made a
lasting impression on me: You Can Heal Your Life by Louise Hay. Probably
for the first time ever, I hit my knees and prayed to God. I remember
saying, “Please just allow me to eat like a normal person and I will accept
any weight you want me to be as long as I can easily maintain it without
fasting, bingeing, or overexercising.” In retrospect, since it appears that
someone was listening, the wording of my prayer may have been a strategic
mistake. I should have asked to be thinner.

My late twenties and thirties were somewhat happier times, as I began
acting and performing comedy. I realized a lifelong dream by appearing on
several television shows, including The Tonight Show Starring Johnny
Carson, where I performed my signature act of playing two flutes through
my nose while standing on my head and blowing bubble gum out of my
mouth. I also met my husband, Charles. We got married in 1995, the same
year I graduated college.

We took a Mexican cruise on our honeymoon, and being the accident-
prone Aries that I am, something told me to buy the insurance. Boy, am I
glad I did. I developed a life-threatening lung and liver infection in
Ensenada, and my hospital bill for just three days was over twenty thousand
dollars. I learned again, as if I ever needed reminding, that the only thing I
hate more than going to a funeral is being a patient in a hospital.

After I got married, I started having some knee pain from doing step
aerobics, so I had to take a break from it. During the resultant inactivity, I
gained some weight. This was the time when the drug fen-phen, the so-
called miracle weight-loss drug, was at its height of popularity. My doctor
prescribed it for me, and I lost tons of weight easily and effortlessly, and I
felt great mentally too. In fact, I had never felt better! Although I was still



eating crap, with the addition of fen-phen my brain was tricked into eating
less of it. Then the FDA pulled the drug off the market due to serious heart
and lung side effects. I had an echocardiogram to see if I had sustained any
valve damage, and luckily, I hadn’t.

But it wouldn’t be long before my horrible diet would catch up with me.
When I was thirty-nine, I finally got pregnant. Charles and I had tried

for so many years, and we were both so excited. In January 2000, though, I
began bleeding, and my OB/GYN wanted to do an amniocentesis. I knew
there were risks involved with this procedure, so I initially declined. But the
doctor said it was vital to know what was going on with the baby prior to
delivery, and he convinced me to have it.

A funny thing happened during that procedure—my husband (not me)
fainted. Many years would pass before I would find anything funny again.
The results came back that the baby, a girl whom we had named Rachel and
who had waved to us during the last ultrasound, had Down’s syndrome. I
was devastated, but I still wanted to have the baby. The doctor said there
was more we needed to know and recommended that we immediately see a
high-risk neonatologist because in three days the state of California would
deem the baby a live birth, and I would not be able to do anything about it.

Seeing the high-risk neonatologist was one of the worst days of my life.
The doctor said that the baby had no tricuspid valve and had a hole in each
of the four chambers of her heart. If she did make it to term, she would need
to have immediate and frequent open-heart surgeries. We had twenty-four
hours to decide whether we wanted to terminate the pregnancy. Charles and
I decided we did not want her to suffer, so I signed the consent form
allowing the doctor to terminate the “flawed pregnancy.”

I wouldn’t wish the loss of a child on my worst enemy. What made it
worse was when people would say things like, “Well, it wasn’t a real baby.”
Let me tell you, the minute you find out you’re pregnant, it is real and you
are already in love with this person you’ve never even met. I fell into
another deep depression. I didn’t even want to live anymore. But I didn’t
have time to grieve for long. I received a call from an ICU nurse in Illinois
who told me that my father was very ill.

Even though I had seen my father only twice from the age of eleven to
the age of forty, he had made me the executor of his will. The laws are
different in Illinois, so I had to fly back there, still bleeding from my own
operation, to manage the end of his life. He had suffered from coronary



artery disease even before I was born. He had his first heart attack before
the age of fifty. Although he wasn’t overweight like my mother, he did have
high blood pressure and high cholesterol and ate the standard American
diet, with a Jewish twist. He loved his daily slice of kosher salami like a
bunny loves carrots. In the end, it killed him. He was already on all the
medications you can be on for heart disease and nothing had helped. He had
overcome prostate cancer but couldn’t tolerate the daily chest pains. So he
opted for open-heart surgery, which failed. I watched him languish in the
ICU the last nineteen long days of his life, as he was first put on a
ventilator, then a feeding tube, then a tracheotomy tube. His hands were tied
down so he would not pull the tubes out. He could not speak, but you could
see the terror in his eyes as he wasted away for almost three weeks in a
helpless state. And for what? For his love of kosher salami.

Kosher salami, for anyone who is taking notes, differs from regular
salami in that one kills you and the other is blessed by a rabbi before it kills
you.

After I lost my baby and then my dad, my beloved dog, Scooby, died.
Then my mom developed severe dementia and congestive heart failure, all
caused by her diet. I became her primary caregiver during the last four
years of her life and watched her deteriorate slowly and insidiously.

During that terrible time in my life, I suffered three more miscarriages
and required multiple operations to correct problems caused by a piece of
fetal thoracic bone that lodged in my uterus from the death of the first baby.
When I left my home, I began having panic attacks, but I couldn’t take
medication for them during the periods when I was pregnant.

After my last operation, the surgeon said that he was sorry, but I would
not be able to have children. Like a computer that crashes, my brain
completely short-circuited. I couldn’t work, so I quit my job, and we wound
up losing our home. I developed panic disorder with agoraphobia so severe
that until Sparky was trained to be my service dog, I didn’t leave my house
for almost a year.

All the emotional trauma I suffered took a toll on my diet and my
health. My sugar addiction went through the roof. I was so depressed that I
didn’t want to eat, and if I did, it had to be something sweet. They say “to
grieve well is to live well,” and I was doing a pretty poor job at both. One
of the teachers at Dick and Jane Cook Vegetarian, the culinary school where
I was teaching, told me that I was eating all this sugar to compensate for the



lack of sweetness in my life. I had a few choice words to say to him, but I
sure wish I could find him now so I could apologize and tell him he was
right.

For years, this is what my diet consisted of: Breakfast was a thirty-two
ounce Coke Slurpee with eight pumps of vanilla syrup, and lunch was a
forty-eight ounce Big Gulp Dr. Pepper. During this time, I was working
sixty hours a week as an activity director at a retirement home. By 4:00
p.m., I couldn’t keep my eyes open, so I would have some type of vegan
pastry. Thankfully, Javier, the chef at the facility, would make steamed
broccoli with marinara sauce for me every night before I went home. It was
my only real sustenance. I would leave my job exhausted and feeling really
down about myself, knowing that practically nothing I ate that day remotely
resembled food. Ultimately, I got an inescapable wake-up call.

During the morning of January 1, 2003, I tried to have a bowel
movement. Instead, the entire toilet bowl was filled with bright-red blood. I
was terrified. My grandmother had died of colon cancer, my mom and my
other grandmother had died of a bowel obstruction, and one of my uncles
had recently had 80 percent of his colon removed. I was worried that
something was seriously wrong. I contacted my HMO and said that I
wanted a colonoscopy, but my request was denied. The representative stated
that only having a first-degree relative with cancer would warrant the
procedure for me and that I probably just had hemorrhoids. Hemorrhoids? I
had had a hemorrhoidectomy in 1985, and, at their worst, my hemorrhoids
never bled profusely like this. After jumping through all the HMO’s crazy
hoops, I finally received a sigmoidoscopy, which, sure enough, showed that
I had several large, bleeding adenomatous polyps in my sigmoid colon.
These are the kind that, if not removed, usually become malignant. The
doctors called them “precancerous,” and that was a big enough wake-up
call for me. My colon was so filthy and in such bad shape from forty-three
years of abuse that the doctors said they could not remove the polyps
because they couldn’t get “a clean shot.” Even though I did the awful prep
that’s required before a procedure, they were only able to photograph the
polyps but not remove them without risking serious infection. They told me
I would have to come back for further intervention. Well, if there is one
benefit of my panic disorder, it’s that I am deathly afraid of taking most
medications and having most procedures. Above all, I have an extreme fear
of surgery and general anesthesia. When I had an endoscopy, I was so afraid



of even the “light sedation” that they performed the whole procedure while
I was completely awake.

So, instead of drugs or surgery, I took a different path that would forever
alter the course of my life. I used diet. I figured that if my poor food choices
could cause or at least greatly contribute to this disease, wouldn’t it also be
possible for better food choices to reverse it? Consequently, I opted to go
the “drastic route”—as healthy dietary changes are often called—and on
Sunday, July 6, 2003, I had my last Coke Slurpee and checked into the
Optimum Health Institute (OHI) in San Diego, California. While it may be
true that I have a genetic predisposition for developing colon cancer,
genetics only account for 1 to 3 percent of cancer diagnoses. Genetics may
load the gun, but diet and lifestyle pull the trigger!

Going to OHI would prove to be one of the best decisions I’ve ever
made. There I met interesting people from all over the world, including
celebrities who were there to lose weight and pro football players who were
there to make weight before the season started. But there were also many
guests who had very serious illnesses, such as brain cancer, lupus, and even
AIDS. OHI is not a medical facility, and we were not allowed to even talk
about our diseases or, as the staff called them, our “health opportunities.”
But every Friday, graduates of the program would come back and give
testimonials of their healing, and I was deeply moved. They had diseases
far more serious than mine, so I figured getting rid of these polyps would be
a piece of cake, or should I say kale?

Every day, from morning until night, I took classes that dealt with
healing on three levels: body, mind, and spirit. But the most important
education I got was at mealtime. The diet OHI prescribed was not only
plant based but also organic and 100 percent raw. And, unlike the diet of
many raw foodists today that includes tons of highly processed, low-
nutrient foods (such as agave nectar, coconut oil, and olive oil), the OHI
diet was free of what I have come to call “The Evil Trinity” (sugar, oil, and
salt). Instead, it was based on fruits, vegetables, sprouts, and seeds. For
breakfast, we had watermelon. For lunch, a salad with vegetables, sprouts,
and seed cheese made from sesame and sunflower seeds. Dinner was the
same. Notably, there was no dressing and no dessert!

On three days of the seven-day program we did a juice fast; I thought I
was gonna die. I would call my husband and sister every night and beg
them to get me out of there. Like every addict who eventually comes clean,



I was going through severe withdrawal and detox. Every day, in addition to
the food we ate, we drank something called rejuvelac, plenty of water, and
juice made from freshly grown wheatgrass. Colonics were optional, but we
were instructed on how to give ourselves daily enemas and wheatgrass
implants. For a woman who had stood on her head on The Tonight Show,
this wasn’t hard.

I have always had a “when in Rome” attitude, so I complied with the
program 100 percent. At OHI, the abiding philosophy is that disease occurs
when the body is in an acidic state, and that pretty much everything
consumed on the standard American diet (meat, cheese, dairy, eggs, sugar,
flour, caffeine, alcohol, oil, salt, processed food) serves to make the body
acidic. We were taught that we need to alkalize our bodies, not by drinking
some expensive water but by eating raw fruits and vegetables.

Abstaining from animal products wasn’t a problem for me, but I had
spent four decades eating from my own set of the four basic food groups:
sugar, flour, oil, and caffeine. I remembered that at my fortieth birthday
party at the Excalibur Hotel in Las Vegas, my family had roasted me.
Charles had said, “My wife is the only vegetarian who never eats fruits or
vegetables. The only greens she gets are in a bag of Skittles.” He was right.

Today, while I empathize with my students who tell me it’s hard for
them to give up animal products, initially it was just as hard for me to go
from my vegan junk-food diet to the diet I enjoy and advocate today.

When I got back from OHI, I felt better physically and emotionally than
I had my entire life. I was slimmer and looked healthier and younger. My
skin was clear and my eyes sparkled. When I arrived home, I was so calm
and serene that my own dogs didn’t recognize me. They looked confused
and kept sniffing me as if they didn’t know who I was. At home, I
continued with the diet and the visualization techniques I had learned at
OHI. For everyone it’s different, but because my husband loves the game
Pac-Man, every day I would visualize the little yellow man going through
my colon and eating up the polyps as the video game theme song played in
my head.

Six months later, I went for a follow-up sigmoidoscopy, and my colon
was completely clear! The doctors said it was remarkably clean this time,
pink and vascular like a newborn’s, and they kept poking and prodding me,
looking for the polyps to remove. They said they had photographs
indicating their size and exact location, and now they were completely



gone. They even accused me of going outside the HMO to get them
removed! I told them that all I did was change my diet, and they said,
“That’s impossible!” Afterward, one of the doctors, who happened to be
from India, quietly whispered in my ear, “I believe you.”

Well, I believed me too. I knew that a series of emotional traumas, one
after the other, had aggravated my tendency to turn to sweet, fatty, and salty
foods for comfort, and that sweets in particular had become an addiction. I
knew that my addiction had eventually threatened my health and my life.
And I knew that eating whole, raw, unprocessed food had done what my
doctors believed was impossible: restore my health and save me from their
interventions.

I was elated by this news, but I knew that if I was going to keep eating
this way, it would have to include more than sprouts and wheatgrass. It
would have to taste delicious! So I took a leave of absence from my job and
went to culinary school. Even though it was a raw vegan culinary school
(Living Light Culinary Institute), the food was much richer than the food
they taught us to eat at OHI. Every recipe had salt and either coconut oil or
olive oil. They also used agave nectar, which had just been introduced as a
“healthy” sweetener.

Nevertheless, I was consuming a massive quantity of fruits and veggies
on a daily basis, so I was still way ahead nutritionally compared to where I
had previously been. I started my days with a green smoothie made with
one-half pound of spinach or kale. (I now eat a full pound of cooked greens
for breakfast instead.)

Two years after my polyp diagnosis, I finally enrolled with a PPO. I
immediately went back to my regular doctor and told him about my
situation. He did a colonoscopy, reported that all was clear, and said that I
didn’t have to come back for another ten years.

After two years on a raw vegan diet, I started to eat cooked vegan food
again, while making sure I also ate plenty of raw fruits and vegetables. I
had researched whole-food diets and concluded that although following a
strict raw-food regimen was invaluable for reversing my disease, it’s
possible to stay healthy and thrive while also including some cooked whole
foods. The most important lesson I had learned at OHI was to eliminate
white sugar and white flour without exception, as well as almost all
processed food. I’ve never wavered from that directive, and I’ve never
regretted it.



My dietary objective became, quite simply, to eat a whole-food, plant-
based diet with no added sugar, oil, or salt and absolutely no processed
food.

More than twenty years earlier, I had learned about not using oil when I
read The McDougall Plan by John McDougall, MD. Dr. McDougall often
says, “The fat you eat is the fat you wear.” Even though I knew that oil was
calorie dense and unhealthy, it wasn’t until I read Prevent and Reverse
Heart Disease by Caldwell B. Esselstyn, Jr., MD, that I learned how much it
contributes to cardiovascular disease, which my father had died from. Dr.
Esselstyn talks about the brachial artery tourniquet test and how even a
single meal with oil can injure the endothelial lining of the arteries. I
realized that oil (I’m looking at you, extra-virgin olive oil) is not only not a
heart-healthy food but it’s also injurious to the body and helps promote
diabetes and heart disease.

Clearly, the oil had to go. What was fascinating is that when we gave up
oil, my husband, who was never overweight, lost twenty-five pounds
without making any other dietary changes. Seven months after we had cut
oil out of our diet, an unsightly tumor on his spine shrank to the size of a
nickel! I can only wonder what eliminating oil would do for cancer.

Salt was really not at all difficult for me to give up. Sure, I would put
salt in a recipe that called for it, but I never added it to my food. My
grandparents and parents already had advanced heart disease by the time I
was born, so I grew up not eating salt. I remember that when I was seven
years old someone gave me a pretzel rod with coarse salt on the outside. I
took one bite and nearly puked. It tasted like an ocean wave had hit me and
I swallowed all that salt water. If you grow up without eating salt, you
really don’t crave it.

There are many culinary tricks I will teach you later on that will help
you curb your salt tooth, but in the meantime, if you still must consume it,
do as Dr. McDougall advises and only sprinkle it on the surface of your
food (what we chefs call “the finish”). Never cook with salt, as you will end
up using way too much and the flavor will dissipate. One teaspoon of salt
contains 2,300 milligrams of sodium. If you feel compelled to add salt to
your food, coconut aminos, which have 90 milligrams of sodium per
teaspoon, would be a better choice; a low-sodium miso would also be a
healthier option.



But what about sugar? I had completely given up white sugar on July 6,
2003, and was now consuming only agave and maple syrup. Yet I now
learned that they both are nutritionally indistinguishable from white sugar.
As with oil, the only amount of sugar that’s safe to eat is none. Although
maple syrup and molasses may contain trace amounts of minerals, no one
consumes processed sweeteners to satisfy their minimum daily requirement
for minerals. Likewise, no one sprinkles processed sweeteners on their
broccoli. Sugars and syrups are used to sweeten foods that are already
unhealthy and nutritionally bereft, products that are primarily composed of
flour and oil. If you ask me today what the healthiest sweetener is, I will tell
you none. And if you ask me what the healthiest dessert is, I will tell you
fruit.

I remember Dr. T. Colin Campbell joking about these three ingredients:
“Sugar, oil, flour—that’s a doughnut!” But I had been working as a pastry
chef, and these were the three ingredients I was using the most! I thought I
was doing customers a favor by using agave and maple syrup instead of
sugar, by using spelt or barley flour instead of white flour, and by using
coconut oil instead of butter. Desserts were my life, both making them and
eating them. How could it be that the three main ingredients in desserts are
actually the worst things (not counting animal products) for anyone to
consume? I had never thought about how processing a food could make it
more calorie rich and nutrient poor.

I was trying to support a friend who had a cancer diagnosis by joining
him on a three-week, whole foods, plant-exclusive diet without any sugar,
oil, or salt. The sugar-free part, though, was tripping me up. The seeker in
me really wanted to figure out why I could not go one day, let alone three
weeks, without a sweet treat. Whenever I would open the freezer, I would
start bawling. It wasn’t the kind of crying that happens with a stubbed toe. It
was like the wailing of a frightened little kid in a department store who
can’t find his mommy. I was crying from the depths of my soul. I was
crying inconsolably, the same way I did when Rachel had passed away. It
had been almost eight years since she had died, and I realized I had never
fully grieved for her or let go of the pain from our decision to terminate the
pregnancy. It was so much easier to medicate myself with food, my drug of
choice being dessert. I could get through the day without my “drug” by
keeping constantly busy, always in motion. Once I was home, in the quiet
of the night, I simply could not stand being alone with my thoughts and



feelings. It was so much easier to eat a few homemade vegan chocolate-
cherry cookies with crystallized ginger and just numb out. I kept telling
myself, “It’s only grief. It’s not going to kill me,” and “This too shall pass.”
And it did.

The three weeks passed and, after being off processed sugar, my palate
readjusted. Now, for the first time in my life, I could taste the sweetness of
fruit, and I loved it. A frozen grape tasted like sorbet from a fine restaurant.
I fell in love with Gala apples, pluots, and Mexican papaya. Sometimes
when I eat fruit now it tastes almost too sweet to me. Whether it’s sugar or
salt, your palate will readjust and you will start appreciating the sweetness
and saltiness inherent in all whole plant foods. But this won’t happen if you
constantly stimulate your taste buds with sugar and salt. Remember, the
only thing that cures addiction is complete and total abstinence. Moderation
does not help an addict.
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